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Why do you need this paper?
A chandelier is like jewellery for the interior. Its role is not only to cast light but
also to decorate. Even when switched off, a well chosen chandelier is a focal point
of the room, attracts attention and makes a statement of your style. It is also a
work of art which is a sheer pleasure to look at - over and over again! It will fill
you with pride every time you rest your eyes on it and when you receive the
inevitable compliments about your interior.
To achieve all this some objective thought needs to go into the selection of your
chandelier.

Key objective design factors
There are three design factors that should be considered in an objective way as
follows:
-

Style
Size
Colour
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How to choose the right style
There are very many different styles to choose from, both traditional as well as
modern. Try our Smart Search and browse through chandeliers made in
particular styles. This should give you an idea what styles exist and which style
suits you best.
Bear in mind that the border between traditional and modern styles can be very
thin. How should we classify a traditional chandelier in a modern colour? Or a
charmingly simplified art déco design that is almost 100 years old? Some of the
most fascinating pieces are an incredibly skilful fusion of styles. So relax, open
your mind and enjoy the vast choice that you can access at Murano-Lite in the
comfort of your home, at your own pace and at any time that suits you.
By far the easiest option is to select a chandelier which matches exactly the style
of your interior. Ultra modern goes with ultra modern, traditional with traditional,
fusion with fusion:

However, this should not be regarded as an iron rule. As a matter of fact, lots of
interiors are arranged in a sophisticatedly eclectic way. A traditionally furnished
room might look great with a modern or a fusion chandelier:
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Similarly, an ultra simple modern interior can benefit immensely from the
splendour of traditional beauty:

Once you have an idea what chandeliers might work in your interior, why not
select three of them to see how they would look in your interior using LiteView our special Visualisation Tool? You will be pleasantly surprised how easy it is to
use. Just upload a photo of your room to our website, then select up to three
chandeliers from our selection and we will prepare your simulations within a few
days, free of charge and with no strings attached.
How to choose the right size
In order to have a balanced effect and not to dominate the interior, your dream
chandelier must be the right size. The size of a chandelier should be considered in
relation to: diameter, height and number of arms.
Diameter
There is a formula used by interior designers that will allow you to calculate the
diameter of your chandelier. It is based on the parameters of the room in
question in metres:
(room width in metres + room length in metres) x 10 = diameter of chandelier in
centimetres
For example a room which is 4 metres wide and 6 metres long, should carry a
chandelier of 100 centimetres in diameter:
(4+6) x10 = 100
Height
The height of the chandelier should depend on the height of the room and its
positioning within it. The formula is:
room height in centimetres / 4 = height of chandelier in centimetres
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For example a room which is 400 centimetres high (4 metres), should allow a
chandelier of at least 100 centimetres in height:
400 / 4 = 100
If your chandelier is going to be positioned in a place where people may walk
below it, you should allow at least 190cm. Chandeliers to be positioned over
dining tables will be discussed later in this paper but as a general rule it would be
appropriate to select a chandelier whose height leaves a distance of at least
80cms between the lowest point of the lamp and the table top.
Please note that these guidelines are intended to be general, it is not unusual for
chandeliers to be installed that are significantly higher than suggested for
dramatic effect. This is likely to be in a position where the chandelier cannot be
walked under, such as over a coffee table.
Number of arms
The number of arms a chandelier has determines its lighting capacity. The more
arms, the more bulbs – and the brighter your interior will be.
Many chandeliers can be fitted with bulbs of a maximum of 40W and this should
not be exceeded. Consider more arms if you feel that the overall wattage may be
too low to properly light your interior. In particular please bear in mind:


The extent to which the bulbs are exposed. A chandelier with fabric shades
casts considerably less light than a chandelier in which the bulbs are
exposed. The darker the shades, the higher the light absorption factor will
be. Glass diffusers (glass parts surrounding bulbs) also vary considerably
with regard to their light absorption capacity. The darkest are the chandeliers
with diffusers in opaque glass (not transparent at all). Even among the
translucent diffusers there will be a noticeable difference in brightness: dark
colours like ruby will absorb much more light than delicate colours.



The degree to which your interior absorbs light. Dark colours on walls and
ceilings, matt and textured surfaces and dark wood absorb far more light
than bright, smooth or polished surfaces. White colour reflects as much as
80% of light whereas dark grey only 12%.

If your room has a high capacity to absorb light, consider a chandelier that is
larger than the formula would suggest or one with a higher number of arms.
Other sources of light are also recommended in a room of that kind.
Attention: the biggest mistake that you can make is to select a chandelier that is
too small or gives out too little light. If you do this it will be very obvious.
However a chandelier that is a little larger than the formula would suggest should
work just fine and can always be controlled by a dimmer. Designers will tend to
always specify pieces that are slightly larger precisely to avoid the possibility of
installing an undersize chandelier.
How to choose the right colour
In order to choose the right colour you have to ask yourself what kind of effect
you want to achieve. Do you want a chandelier which will elegantly blend with the
colour scheme of your room or would you prefer a strong accent? If your interior
is a traditional one, especially if there are lots of details and textures present, you
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might consider a chandelier in delicate, translucent colours. A traditional Murano
chandelier will fit beautifully in this kind of interior, pretty much regardless of the
particular colours.
A very common technique is to choose a chandelier in a colour which is the
second most dominant colour in your interior.
If your room is a modern one, you might consider strong colours. Remember that
clean bright colours always match with one another. The purer and simpler your
interior design, the stronger an accent you can use.
Probably the easiest to use - and perhaps currently the most fashionable - are
chandeliers of crystal-clear transparent glass, opaque black and opaque white.

Other design factors
Position in the room: central or not?
If you are planning only one chandelier in your interior, you would be well advised
to give it as central a position as possible. This is for at least three good reasons:
1. A hand-made chandelier is a work of art and as such should be properly
exhibited. A central position always appears as the most prominent one and
immediately attracts attention.
2. The chandelier should be the main source of light in an interior and the light
should be distributed as evenly as possible. A central position makes this
more likely.
3. A chandelier is not just another piece of furniture. While all your furniture is
on the floor, the chandelier is (probably) the only item fixed to the ceiling. For
this reason, but also because of its symmetrical nature, it demands a
central position.

Exceptions to this rule are situations when the chandelier is supposed to preside
over a table or is used to mark the centre of an interior, even if it is not actually
central in terms of its geometry. It can be suspended over a cluster of sofas or by
the fireplace – wherever we would like the social life of this particular room to be
concentrated:
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Another aspect to consider is the position of the windows. Beautiful chandeliers
look very effective from the outside of the house too! You might want to consider
a small deviation from perfect symmetry in the interior if that results in better
visibility from the outside. This is particularly advisable for areas in which the
windows are not covered at night, such as reception areas and stair cases. For
higher reception areas or atria, if there is a window above the front door, centre
the chandelier so it can be seen from outside:

If your interior has crevices and niches, where the chandelier’s light cannot fully
access, matching wall or floor lamps can come to the rescue and provide a very
stylish accent:
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How many chandeliers are needed in one room
If your interior is round, square or nearly square, one chandelier can be a perfect
choice. If your interior is a long and narrow one, with proportions exceeding 1:2,
you might consider more than one chandelier:

If for whatever reason it is impossible to install two chandeliers in a long and
narrow room, two options can be considered: either an elongated suspension or a
traditional chandelier in an oval shape. The latter are very rare but can always be
made to order. In both cases additional wall lamps are strongly recommended.

Other sources of light
Matching wall lamps, table lamps or floor lamps should not be considered only in
terms of necessity. Gone are the days of rooms with just one overhead source of
light. Best illumination is achieved with layers of light, coming from different
sources at different heights.
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Matching products will help create the best lighting conditions, a spacious feeling
and a more relaxed atmosphere, without dramatic shadows and dark corners.
They will also emphasize the beauty of the chandelier, just like supporting cast
around a star:

The art of matching chandeliers

Chandeliers hanging in one room should be either exactly the same or matching.
Identical chandeliers always look very classy and are by far the easiest option.
Matching chandeliers are likely to be two products by the same manufacturer and
from the same product family, with only small differences in design. Here you will
find some examples of matching chandeliers:
A. One chandelier with arms pointing upwards, the other one with arms pointing
down. All other elements are exactly the same:

B. One chandelier slightly bigger than the other. This works particularly well when
the smaller one is suspended over a dining table and the bigger one takes the
main position in the room.
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It can be the case that one chandelier has more tiers than the other:

Or one chandelier is a different composition of same elements as the other one.
This is very often possible with modern chandeliers:

Alternatively, one chandelier can be simply a smaller or shorter version of the
other one:
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C. Identical chandeliers in different colours can work but normally only if the
colour scheme of the interior justifies it. For example a room decorated
predominantly in black and white could have one black chandelier and one in
white. In a similar interior with occasional red accents, a chandelier in red would
also look good alongside a white or a black one.
This is an example of whole chandeliers in different colours:

It is also possible for just the colour of the shades to vary:

In case of very distinctive chandelier even more variables can be changed and it
is still obvious that they match:
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Special situations: A chandelier over a dining table
The diameter of a chandelier which is supposed to go over a dining table should
not be greater than the total width of the table and should not be smaller than
half of its width. In case of a particularly long table, consider two smaller
chandeliers rather than one large one. It would be normal to allow at least 80cm
space between the table’s surface and the lowest part of the chandelier so that
the diners can comfortably see each other.

Murano-Lite: our special tools for you
We hope that you have found this short guide to be a useful way to help you to
choose your chandelier. In designing our website we have thought hard about
how to make this choice easier and more efficient for you. After all we have
nearly 2,000 products available and it would take a very long time to look at
them all.
To assist with this we have invented two tools that are absolutely unique for
websites selling Murano chandeliers:
Smart Search – the Configurator
You will find this tool on our homepage and also within our product catalogue
pages. Please click on ‘Smart Search’ and then specify the variables that you
require in order to narrow down our chandeliers to only those which meet your
requirements.
We would advise you to be flexible about these specifications since you may see
and fall in love with a chandelier that is a little larger than the size that you had
calculated!
Similarly, try not to be too rigid about the colour that you require and take the
time to experiment with your choices. You may see a new design that you had
never imagined existed.
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LiteView – the Visualisation Tool
This online tool allows you to upload a digital photo of your intended chandelier
location and to select up to three chandeliers from our catalogue. We will use
photo editing software to create a visualisation of how the three chandeliers
might look in your interior and invite you to download them when it suits you.
You might wish to send the photos to your friends and get their ideas about your
choices.

Our team of helpful agents
In addition to all of this please remember that we have a team of sales agents at
your disposal. You can contact them by phone, skype, email or online chat
through our website. We have specially selected our agents to ensure that they
have design experience.
Feel free to contact them with any questions of issues that you may have. We
want you to be perfectly satisfied with you Murano chandeliers.

With compliments,
your

team
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